
First, thank you for supporting your school and promoting Souptacular! We 
promise to work hard to help you achieve you fundraising goals.

About us:  Our St. Albert, Alberta,  family business, 
have been making soups since 2001. We built these 
bean-based soup mixes around kids and picky eaters.  
Parents, students, bachelors and seniors also love 
Souptacular, as they are HEALTHY and EASY to make. 
Each pouch is complete with dehydrated vegetables 
bean mix and seasonings. Just add water or low sodium 
broth and cook! You can cook Souptacular in your slow 
cooker while you are at school. You will return home 
to a thick, hearty, ready-to-eat soup. One pouch yields 
enough for families of 4- 5!

To guarantee that this will be a successful fundraiser and to surpass your school’s 
financial expectations, we have a challenge for you.

The teacher whose class generates the largest total sales will be rewarded 
6 free Souptacular soups!*  

So the challenge is officially on! How to win:

1. Please remember to talk about Souptacular! to your class.

2. Explain the school’s fundraising goals - often!

3. Reminded the class to SHOW their form to their parent.

4. Remind the class to COMPLETE their form.

5. Remind students to RETURN forms and monies before the deadline date.

*School activates Teacher Incentive Program when it sells 50 or more soups.
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Hello, SOUP-er teacher! Hello, SOUP-er teacher!
WE WANT YOU TO WIN SOME SOUPTACULAR SOUPS! WE WANT YOU TO WIN SOME SOUPTACULAR SOUPS!

souptacular.com souptacular.com

This will certainly ensure a successful campaign and YOUR chance to win 6 free soups.  
Good luck teachers!

Thanks so much for supporting our family Soup Company!
Feel free to call 780.953.(SOUP)7687

Warm regards,
Maureen, Al , Ryley, Davis and Vaughn
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